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ABSTRACT 

This thesis addresses the problem of constructing a flawless subarray from a defective 

VLS1/WSI array consists of identical cells such as memory cells or processors. In contrast 

to the redundancy approach in which some cells are dedicated as spares, all the cells in 

the degradation approach are treated in a uniform way. Each cell can be either fault-free 

or defective and a subarray which contains no faulty cell is derived under constraints 

of switching and routing mechanisms. Although extensive literatures exist concerning 

spare allocation and reconfiguration in arrays with redundancy, little research has been 

published on optimal reconfiguration in a degradable array. A systematic method based 

on graph theoretic models is developed to deal with the problem. The complexities of 

reconfiguration are analyzed for schemes using different switching mechanisms. Efficient 

heuristic algorithms are presented to determine a target subarray from the defective host 

array. 

Key Words - reconfiguration algorithms, yield enhancement, defect tolerancc, VLSI ar

rays. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

With the current rate of technology advancement, an integrated system can now be built 

on a chip or wafer by interconnecting a large number of identical elements, such as 

memory cells or processors [1,2]. However, as the circuit densities continue to grow, 

manufacturing yield may become unacceptly low. There arc generally two methods to 

increase the yield. One is to use on-chip redundancy to replace faulty circuitry. An 

example is the semiconductor memories with spare rows and columns of memory cells 

[1]. The second method is the degradation approach which uses as much fault-free cir

cuitry as possible to construct a target system. For example we can manufacture a 5 x 5 

processor array in a single chip. There might be three faulty processors in the chip due 

to processing defects. If we assume that the faulty cells can be bypassed, at least a 4 x 

3 faulty-free array can be constructed from the faulty array. 

There are extensive literatures on reconfiguration algorithms for the first approach, es

pecially on memories with spare rows and columns [3-91. But little research has been 

reported on the reconfiguration issues of the degradation approach. There is a fundamental 

difference between these two yield enhancement techniques. The amount of redundancy 
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is limited for the first approach and the goal of reconfiguration is to repair the faulty 

circuitry whenever it is possible. The problem is to find a set of spares which can re

place all the faulty elements. The faulty system is not repairable if there are not enough 

spares. For the second approach, usually a maximum fault-free target architecture is con

structed from a faulty host architecture. The problem becomes to find a maximum set of 

fault-free circuitry which satisfies the size and topology constraints of the target structure. 

In this thesis I will develop a systematic method based on graph models for the re

configuration problems of the degradation approach. Chapter 2 gives the details of the 

two reconfiguration techniques and describes the specific problems addressed here. Chap

ter 3 and 4 deal with the problem under various constraints by showing the complexity of 

reconfiguration and developing efficient reconfiguration algorithms. Experimental results 

and their implication arc discussed in Chapter 5 followed by conclusions. 
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Chapter 2 

Reconfigurable Arrays 

2.1 Redundancy Approach 

In this approach, a system is built with some of its components dedicated as spare el

ements. These spare elements are used to replace Faulty elements in the reconfigurable 

system. A typical example is the redundancy approach in the repairable semiconductor 

memories. A rectangular array of memory cells is implemented with some spare rows 

and columns of memory cells. After manufacturing process, defective memory cells will 

exist due to imperfection in the wafer processing. By including switching mechanisms 

in the decoder of the memory array, accesses to the faulty cells will be directed to the 

spare cells and hence the memory array can be still functional. 

Since the amount of spares is limited, optimal spare allocation of spare cells to replacc 

faulty cells can become very complicated. The memory repair problem was first formal

ized by a bipartite graph model in [5] and shown to be NP-complcte in [61. Heuristic 

algorithms have since proposed by several researchers [6-9], A systematic approach to 

spare allocation and reconfiguration in general redundant VLST/WSI architectures was 

also presented in [10]. 
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2.2 Degradation Approach 

With this approach, all elements in a system are treated in a uniform way. No element 

is dedicated as a spare element [11]. Again faulty elements exist after manufacturing. 

The goal here is to derive a fault-free subsystem from the faulty host system under cer

tain limitations such as switching capabilities, minimum dimensions of the final system, 

etc. The requirements of the dimensions of the final reconfigured systems for the two 

approaches are different. For the redundancy approach, the dimension is fixed. If the 

spare elements cannot replace all the faulty elements, the system is not reconfigurable 

and should be discarded. But for the degradation approach, the final dimension is flexible 

and depends on the needs of the application. Usually a maximum dimension is desirable. 

2.3 Problem Descriptions 

Before we describe the problems formally, a few terms need to be defined. A host array 

H is the original array after manufacturing which contains faulty elements. An element is 

also called a cell. A target array T is a subarray of H which contains no faulty ccll after 

reconfiguration. The reconfiguration technologies can be cither static or dynamic. In this 

thesis, we consider the following related reconfiguration problems of two dimensional 

VLSI/WSI arrays consisting of identical cclls: 

(A) Given an m x n host array H which contains faulty cclls and an integer L, find an 

m'  x n '  fault-free subarray T under certain constraints ,  such that  m' > k\ ,  n '  > fa.  
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1 < Jfci < m, 1 < kz < n, and m' + n' = L. 

(B) Given anmxn host array H which contains faulty cells and an integer Lt find an m' 

x n' fault-free T under certain constraints, such that m' > 1, n' > 1 and m'+n' = L. 

Problem (B) is to derive a fault-free subarray from a defective host array without any 

restriction on the final dimension except that it must be a two dimensional array. Problem 

(A) has the same goal except that restrictions arc placed on the final dimension of the 

reconfigured array, i.e., each dimension has to be laiger than a specific minimum size. 

Problem (A) is a special case of (B). 

The constraints arc due to the fact that the switching mechanism in each array is unique 

and has limited capability. In this thesis we consider the following three constraints: 

(1) Row'and column bypass 

(2) Row bypass and column rerouting 

(3) Row and column rerouting. 

The case of row rerouting and column bypass is equivalent to (2) and will not be discussed 

here. For problem (A), the three subproblems corresponding to the three constraints are 

designated as Al, A2 and A3 respectively. Similarly the three subproblems for problem 

(B) are B1, B2 and B3. Each ccll in the array is represented by C(i,j) where i  is its 

row index and j  is  i ts  column index.  Assume there arc four I /O ports  in each cel l  C(i, j )  

and arc denoted by tp(i,j), bpiitj), ) and rp(i,j) for top, bottom, left, and right 

port respectively. 
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C(i , - l , j+l )  

C(iJ+l)  

C(i+l , j+l)  

(a)  (b)  

Figure 2.1: Row bypass and row rerouting schcmcs 

Figure 2.1 shows an example row bypass tcchniquc and an example row rerouting 

tcchniquc. For the row bypass icchniquc in Figure 2.1(a), a ccll C(i,j) can communicatc 

with C(i,j + 2) directly by connccting rp(i,j) and lp(i,j + 2) together. The data will 

bypass C(i,j + 1) through an internal bypass link from lp(i1 j + 1) to rp(i,j + 1) wilhoul 

being processed.  While for  the row rerouting tcchniquc in Figure 2.1(b) ,  a  ccl l  C(i, j )  

can conncct with cither one of C(i - 1, j + 1) or C(i, j + 1) or C(t + 1, j + 1) and bypass 

that ccll if it is faulty. Column bypass and column rerouting can be defined similarly. 

For the first coastraint, it is assumed that a faulty ccll can be bypassed in row or column 

direction. With constraint (2), a faulty ccll can still be bypassed in the row direction, but 

in the column direction wc use the more complex column rerouting tcchniquc. 

Figure 2.2(b) shows a 4 x 3 array reconfigured Trom a 4 x 4 array with four faulty cclls 

under constraint (2). If constraint (1) is applied to the same example, only a 3 x 3 array 

can be constructed as in Figure 2.2(a). This shows the potential flexibility of constraint 

C(i,j) C(i,j+1) C(i,j+2) 

'• J* 3* J 

C(i,j) 
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L J r  i  
c-.'-v: 

v.v* 

(a )  (b)  

Figure 2.2: Reconfiguration of a 4 x 4 array under constraints (1) and (2) 

(2) compared to (1). This is due to the fact that the two faulty cells arc not in the same 

row and therefore the corresponding two columns do not have a faulty cell in the same 

row. By using the column rerouting technique, the fault-free cells in one column can 

be used to compensate the faulty cells in another column. That means only one of the 

two columns cannot be included in the final configuration. From the example in Figure 

2.2, wc can see lhat the advantages of having column rerouting is lhat fault-free cells in 

an unused column can be utilized lo compensate faulty cells in oilier columns and this 

implies more efficient utilization of available cells. For the third constraint, rerouting 

around faulty cells can be performed in both row and column directions. This results in 

a more general interconnection switching scheme. 
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Chapter 3 

Graph Model and Problem Complexity 

In this chapter wc will describe the graph model to representing the reconfiguration prob

lem. The relationship between the previous redundancy approach and the degradation 

approach will be exploited. Based on this relationship the complexities of problems (A) 

and (B) are determined. 

3.1 Graph Model 

A rcconfigurablc m x n array consists of a matrix of good cells and dcfcctive cclls. The 

bipartite model in [6] is used to describe the dcfcctive cells in the array. A 4 x 5 array 

with five faulty cclls is shown in Figure 3.1(a). Let R{ indicate row i and Cj indicate 

column j. A cell in R{ and Cj is denoted as The coordinates of these faulty 

cells arc (1,3), (2,1), (2,3), (3,5) and (4,4). Construct a bipartite graph BG = (V\,  V2,  B) 

in the following way. Let V\ = {iii, i2m} and V2 = {C\ ,C2,C„}. An edge 

exists from Ri to Cj if the cell C(Ri,Cj) is faulty. The vertices in V\ and V2 arc des

ignated as row vertices and column vertices respectively. The bipartite graph in Figure 

3.1(b) describes the previous example. In the remaining of this chapter, constraint (1) is 
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CI C2 C3 C4 C5 

Rl 

B2 mi 

R3 

R4 
>:y 

(a)  

: good ccll 

21 : faulty ccll 

(b)  

Figure 3.1: A 4 x 5 array with 5 faulty cclls and its bipartite representation 

assumed. 

Since the reconfigured array contains no dcfcctive cells, the problem becomes to find a 

set of rows and columns which do not intersect at a defective cell. This is equivalent 

to finding an independent set of row and column vcrticcs in BG. A set of vertices in 

a graph is independent if no two of them arc adjacent. Let / be an independent set of 

BG. Assume the number of row vcrticcs in I is m' and the number of column vcrticcs is 

n'. If we use rows and columns of the host array corresponding to the row vcrticcs and 

column vertices in I respectively to construct a subarray, the dimension of the resulting 

array is m' x n'. It is nccessaiy that m' > 1 and n' > 1, otherwise the reconfigured 

target array is not a two dimensional array. Thus the problem becomes to find an inde

pendent set / of BG such that there arc at least one row vertex and one column vertex in I. 
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Theorem 1: Under constraint (1), a target subarray of size m' x n', m' > 1 and n' > 1, 

can be constructed from a mxn host array such that m' + n'=L if and only if BG has 

an independent set of size L which contains at least one row vertex and one column vertex. 

Proof: Let / be an independent set of size L in BG = <y\,V2,E). If the vertices 

Rs, and Cv arc both in I, C(JZa,Cv) must be fault free. Thus if we let R's in J be the 

rows and C'a in 7 be the columns of the target array, the sum of the two dimensions 

of the array is L. Since I contains at least one row vertex and one column vertex, the 

array can be constructed. On the other hand, if we can get an m' x n' subarray such 

that m' + n' = L, these m' rows and n' columns intersect at nondefective cells. That 

means there is no edge between a row vertex and a column vertex in the constructed 

bipartite model. Therefore the set of vertices associated with these rows and columns is 

an independent set of size L in the bipartite graph BG. • 

The independent set problem without any restriction for a bipartite graph can be solved 

in polynomial time by finding a maximum matching [12]. A matching is a set of edges 

where no two edges share the same vertex. However, an independent set may include 

vertices from V\ (or V2) only and a corresponding array cannot exist. Therefore ihe 

algorithm to find an independent set will not be directly applicable. Indeed the problem 

of finding anm'xn' subarray from a mxn host array can be proved to be NP-complete 

in ihe following section. 
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3.2 Problem Complexity 

In [6], we studied the following memory repair problem: Given a defective rectangular 

P x Q array with r spare rows and c spare columns, find a set of rows and columns 

which contain all the faulty cells and will be replaced by spare rows and columns. Of 

course the number of selected rows cannot exceed r and the number of selected columns 

cannot exceed c. We have shown that this is a hard problem and no known polynomial 

time algorithm to solve it yet. 

In the following we will show that the memory repair problem is a special case of 

the problems discussed in this thesis and therefore problems Al, A2,.... B3 are all NP-

complete. Before doing that, we first show the lemma below. 

Lemma 1: Given a (P + r) x (Q + c) rectangular array, the problem to determining 

a subarray P x Q which contains no faulty cell is NP-complete. 

Proof: It is easily seen that this problem is equivalent to the memory repair problem, 

hence it is NP-complete. • 

The relation among the problems Al to B3 is depictcd in Figure 3.2. All the problems 

arc in NP. To see this, suppose that we are given a yes instance M of any of the problems, 

it is easy to check that M has the required size L and contains no faulty cell. Since >11 

is a subset of all other problems, it suffices to show that A\ is NP-compIetc. 

Theorem 2: Problem Al is NP-complete. 

Proof: Consider the problem in Lemma 2. Let m - P + r, n = Q + c, fci = P, and 
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R 3  
R 2  

Figure 3.2: Relation of the problems 

&2 - Q- We can see that this problem is a special case of A1 with L = P + Q. Hence, 

by restriction [13], problem A\ is NP-complctc. • 

In real applications, we arc interested in the optimization versions of the above deci

sion problems. That is we would like to find an m' x n' fault-free subarray such that m' 

+ n' is maximum. Certainly the optimization versions arc aL least as hard as the original 

decision problems. 
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Chapter 4 

Reconfiguration Algorithms 

The result in the last chaptcr implies thul there is no hope for Finding un optimal poly

nomial time algorithm unless I*=NP. In a search for an efficient algorithm, we naturally 

dwell on some kind of greedy algorithms since they have been successful in solving some 

related problems. Row and column bypass will be discussed in section 4.1, row bypass 

and column rerouting in section 4.2, and row and column rerouting in scction 4.3. 

4.1 Row and Column Bypass 

The procedure is divided into two phases. The flowchart is shown in Figure 4.1. First 

an initial screening (early abort) is performed to determine if it is possible to find a 

target array with the required dimensions x ki. This is done by assigning each vertex 

v in the bipartite model BG a weight io(u) equal to the number of good cells in the 

corresponding row or column (weighting vertices). Suppose the goal is to have at least a 

ki x kn fault-free subarray. Let m' be the number of row vertices in which each vertex 

u has a weight w(v) > ki and n' be the number of column vertices in which each vertex 

v has a weight u>(u) > Ai. These m' rows and n' columns arc potential candidates to 
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Early abort ? 

no 

no 

yos 

Raconllgured targol array 
has been generated. 

Is targol^ 
dimensions 2 

size limitation 

r Tho l 
defective host' 
array is not 
ropalrabia. i 

Weighting vortices 

Harvest-most analysis. 
Fault-free array gonoraiod. 

Figure 4.1: Flowchart of row and column bypass procedure. 

be included in the target array. This is due to the fact that if a row (column) with fewer 

than ki (An) good cells is included, the number of columns (rows) in the target array will 

be less than &2 (fc|)- If either m' < li or n' < fa, we declare the target array cannot be 

constructed and abort the process. Otherwise the second phase is performed which docs 

the actual repair analysis. The approach is called harvest-most approach because we try 

to include as many good cells as possible. 

Algorithm HM (Harvest Most) is depicted in Figure 4.2. First the algorithm selects fct 

row vertices and ki column vertices with the largest weights. After a vertex u is selected, 

delete every vertex v which is adjacent to u and its incident edges from BG. Adjust 

the weights of the remaining vcrticcs accordingly due to the deleted edges. Once we 

have selected fci row vcrticcs and kz column vertices, a vertex w with the largest weight 

among all vertices is selected next followed by the above vertex deleting process. If there 

are more than one vertices with the same largest weight, pick a row vertex if the number 
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of selected row vertices is less than that of column vertices, and pick a column vertex 

otherwise. By doing so, the two dimensions of the reconfigured array will be balanced as 

much as possible and the size of the array will be maximum. Repeat the above process 

until no vertex is left. 

The harvest-most algorithm clearly deserves its name. It constandy tries to include the 

maximum weight (i.e., smallest degree) vertex such that the least number of its adjacent 

vertices removed from the graph. The more vertices arc left in the graph, the better 

chances we can utilize these good cells. This algorithm is conceptually simple but it gen

erates very good results in most cases as we will see in the chapter of experimental results. 

4.2 Row Bypass and Column Rerouting 

The algorithm is again divided into two phases. In the first phase, all possible maximal 

size arrays which satisfy the required dimension limits of the final target array are derived. 

This is done in the following way. If m' rows are selected to include in the target array, 

the maximum column dimension n' is equal to the minimum weight among those selected 

rows. Since maximum n' is desired, those m' rows with the latest weights are selected. 

For example, in Figure 4,3, we list the weights of all rows for a 6 x 6 defective host 

array. If m' = 4, rows J21, R3, R4 and R6 should be selected and n' is equal to 4. 

The other combinations arc also listed in Figure 4.3. If we assume Jbi = kz - 3, only 

three array sizes in Figure 4.3 can be the candidates for the final analysis. If there is no 

candidate found after the initial analysis, we declare the target array cannot be obtained 

and abort the whole procedure. 
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ALGORITHM HM(Harvest Most) 
Input: A bipartite graph H=(R,C,F) with weights on vertices and size 

limitation ki x k2-
Output: The independent set I = M U N. 

begin 
M := 0; N := 0; m := 0; n:= 0; 

while R U C * 0 do 
b e g i n  

if m k| then begin 
let i be the vertex with the maximum weight in R; 
j:=0; 

e n d  
else begin 

if n £ k2 then begin 
let j be the vertex with the maximum weight in C; 
i:= 0; 

end 
else begin 

let i be the vertex with the maximum weight in R; 
let j be the vertex with the maximum weight in C; 
if i * 0 and j * 0 then 

if w[i] * w[j] then 
if w[i] > w[j] then i := 0; 
else j := 0; 

else begin 
if m > n then i := 0; 
else j := 0; 

end 
e n d  

e n d  

if i * 0 then begin 
remove i from R; 
include i in M; 
remove adj(i) from C; 
w[udj(adj(i))) := wladj(adj(i))] - 1; 
m := m + 1; 

e n d  

if j * 0 then begin; 
remove j from C; 
include j in N; 
remove adj(j) from R; 

w[adj(adj(j))] := w[adj(adj(j))] - 1; 
n := n + 1; 

e n d  

e n d  
e n d  

Figure 4.2: Algorithm HM. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
RI m m m m HI • "(RI) - 4 

R2 EZ3 m ES m m E3 H ( R 2 )  = 2 
R3 El E3 Hi n EI El «(R3) = 4 
R4 mi mi • • El El fl(R4) = 6 
R5 • m • m • m »(R5) = 3 

R6 El Ei m • ED EI tl(R6) = 5 

Combinations of target dimensions 

I 
IRI x ICI Sclcctcd Rows 
6x2 R1.R2.R3.R4.R5.R6 

Candidates of combinations of target . . . 
dimensions with size limitation 3x3. %L „ X , ' ' ' 

5 x 3  R 1 , R 3 , R 4 , R 5 , R 6  
4x4 R1.R3.R4.R6 
3x4 Rl or R3.R4.Rf) 
2 x 5  R 4 . R 6  
1 x 6  R 4  

tf(Ri) = it of good cclls in row Ri 

: good cell 

E9 : faulty ccll 

Figure 4.3: Possible dimensions of an example array. 

If there are more than one candidate, a heuristic second phase analysis algorithm will be 

performed. Let the rows (columns) in the defective host array be callcd as physical rows 

(columns), and rows (columns) in the target array be callcd as logical rows (columns). 

Since a logical column can now be constructed from several physical columns, the algo

rithm not only has to provide what rows and columns should be included but also has to 

indicate how the physical columns are combined. To determine which rows and columns 

should be included in the target array is a placement problem, while to determine how 

these rows and columns should be interconnected is a routing problem. Figure 4.4 shows 

the flowchart of this procedure which consists of an early abort analysis and a column 

rerouting algorithm (Algorithm CR). 
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Algorithm CR works as follows. First we choose maximum size d = m' x n' array from 

the candidate set. For example, this will be the 4 x 4 candidate array in Figure 4.3. The 

logical rows in the target array are the m' rows with the largest weights. The routing in 

each row is simple bypass. Logical columns are more complex to select. A function is 

defined to assign a value B(j) to each column vertex Cf. 

B(j) = J210 • Pij-1 + 40 • Pij + 15 • Pij+x 
i 

where i e selected rows. P{j is 1 if C(i,j) is a good cell and is 0 otherwise. P{ja 

and Pi>n+\ are assumed to be equal to P^\ and respectively. This value is called 

the reconfigurability of column j which indicates how easy a physical column and its 

neighbors can be used to construct a logical column. 

Figure 4.5 lists all possible combinations of three cells (good or faulty), <7(i, j - 1), 

C(i,j) and C(t,j+1). The reconfigurability is the highest if all three cells arc faulty-free 

and is the lowest if all three are faulty. If C(i, j) is a good cell, no column rerouting is 

needed. Otherwise, at least one of its neighbors should be a fault-frce cell to compensate 

it We then select n' columns with largest B values as the logical columns which leads 

to less rerouting and higher probability of successful reconfiguration. 

After the placement is done, the column routing proceeds for each selected physical col

umn j as follows. For every selected row », if C(i,j) is a good cell and has not been 

included in the target array, it is included. If C(itj) is a faulty cell or has been included 

already, try to include C(i,j — 1). If it fails again, then try to include + 1). If all 
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yes 
Early abort ? 

no 

no 

yos 

yes Reconfigured 
target array 

has been 
generated. 

no 

no 

yea 

^Is target^ 
dimensions 2. 

size limitation 

Is candidate"*"-
dimensions 2. 

target dimensions ? 

Is candidate^-
dimensions 2 

target dimensions ? 

The defective 
host array is not 

repairable. 

candidate 

Weighting vertices. 

Identify candidates. 
Initialize target dimensions - o. 

Choose the maximun candidate 
and remove it from the set. 

Harvest-most analysis. 
Fault-free array generated. 

Candidate array is 
the target array. 

Determine logic vertices. 
Column rerouting. 

Figure 4.4: Flowchart of row bypass and column rerouting procedure. 
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Case Pi.i- i p i ,  
• p. . 

ij l,j+l Rccofigurabilily 

1. • m m 15 + 40 + 10 = 65 

2. m m m 15 + 40 + 0 = 55 

3. m El m 0 + 40 + 10 = 50 

4. m m 0 + 40 + 0 = 40 

5. • m m 15 + 0 + 10 = 25 

6. • EZ3 E3 15 + 0 + 0 = 15 

7. m S 0 + 0 + 10 = 10 

8. m E3 m 0 + 0 + 0= 0 

good ccll 

faulty ccll 

B(C.)=V 15*P. . , + 40+P. . + 10*P . 
J 'Y' !.J-1 '*J l,j+l 

B(Cj) = Reconfigurability of column C j 

Figure 4.5: Example of column rcconfigurabiliiy. 

three trials do not succeed, go to the last ccll in row » — 1 which has another untried 

option to select a ccll in row i to conncct. If there is no such node in row i — 1, wc 

dcclarc lhat the logical column corresponding to physical column j cannot be formed and 

the logical ccll corresponding to C(i,j) is marked as faulty. This procedure 

repeats until an m' x n' array is established. The details of Algorithm CR is in Figure 

4.6. 

If Uiis array contains no faulty cell, the solution is found. Otherwise, Algoritlim HM is 

applied to obtain a fault-free target array since the logical array containing already recon

figured columns has bypass capability only. The whole process is repeated for another 

candidate with the largest size among the remaining candidates until the largest target 

array is found. 
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ALGORITHM CR(Column Rerouting) 
Input: A defective host array H=(R,C,F) and two m x n auxiliary arrays 

P&R and A. 
Output: The P&R array with placement and routing records and the A 

array with column rerouting results. 
b e g i n  

m' := 0; 
for i = 1 to IRI do begin 

if Ri is a sclcclcd vertex then begin 
left := 0; 
n' 0; 
for j = 1 to 1CI do begin 

if Cj is a selected vertex then begin 
if Pi j is a good cell then begin 

rccord (i,j) at the location (m',n') of P&R; 
record good, cell at (m'.n1) of A; 
n' := n' + 1; 

e n d  
else begin 

if left st 0 and distance dpp' £ 1 then begin 
n" := n' - (j - left) + 1; 
while left * j do begin 

rccord (i.lcft) at (m\n*) of P&R; 
left := left + 1; 
n" := n' + 1; 

e n d  
rccord good cell at (m\n') of A; 
left := 0; 

e n d  
else begin 

if Pi,j+1 is a good cell and dpp' £ 1 then begin 
record (i,j+l) at the locution (m'.n') of P&R; 
rccord good cell at (m',n') of A; 
n' := n' + 1; 

e n d  
else begin 

rccord (0,0) at the location (m',n') of P&R; 
record faulty cel l  at (m'.n") of A; 
n' := n' + 1; 

e n d  
e n d  

e n d  
e n d  
else begin 

if Pi,j is a good cell then left := j; 
else left := 0; 

e n d  
e n d  

e n d  
m' := m' + 1; 

e n d  
e n d  

Figure 4.6: Algorithm CR 
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43 Row and Column Rerouting 

In this scheme, we can bypass as well as reroute in both row and column directions. 

This also means neither row nor column is preferred than the other. But if we consider 

rerouting in both row and column directions at the same time, the problem will become 

very difficult to manage. Our methodology is to divide and conquer. First we assume 

only one dimension of the host array can reroute and the other side performs bypass 

operation. Hence this is equivalent to the problem in the last scction and the algorithm 

developed there can be applied directly except that there is one candidate set for each 

dimension of the array. The largest size array of these two candidate sets determine 

which dimension will reroute first 

After performing rerouting on one dimension and bypass on the other, if there is no 

faulty cell in the resulting array, the job is done. Otherwise, the rerouting algorithm is 

applied to the other dimension. If the resulting array still contains faulty cells, Algorithm 

HM is applied to get the final fault-free target array. The procedure repeats until the 

largest target array is obtained. 

4.4 Example 

Figure 4.7(a) shows a 6 x 6 array with 10 faulty cells. The resulting target arrays from 

the above three algorithms arc shown in Figure 4.7(b), (c) and (d). As expcctcd, the row 

and column rerouting scheme generates the largest target array. 
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I 2 3 4 5 6 

1 m m mi isa m • 

2 E3 

3 • 

4 m ^ fvfi 
5 F) n h i L-*l 

f i i i i i i i  

( a ) 

Host array : 6x6 
# of faulty cells : 10 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 S3 Ep E3 E3 • Ep 
2 m E3 m m El  E3 

3 13-13 E3 E3 • Ei 
4 [] U EU El E3 

5 IH I  EI  ta  E3 m 

6  i i • •  •  
( b ) 

Target array : 4x3 
Both row and column bypass 

4  C D  0 3  E l  E U  [ D  n  

5 [£] cti m e3 m cb 

• • 

( c ) 

Target array : 4x4 
Row bypass and column rerouting 

Fl-E 3-1 ] 

B-e 

( d ) 

Target array : 5x4 
Both row and column rerouting 

1 I : unutilized good ccll 

E3 : faulty ccll 

HH : utilized good ccll 

Figure 4.7: Example of reconfigured arrays. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Results 

The above algorithms have been implemented in C on a SUN 3/60. Faults were generated 

randomly. Two figures of merit, harvest and degradation, arc defined to compare the 

efficiency of these schemes as following: 

Size of Target Array 
Harvest = —Q .  100% 

if of Good Cells in Host Array 

„ , , Size of Host Array • Size of Target Array 
Degradation - ' - 2 

Size of Host Array 

The harvest represents how effective the good cells arc utilized in constructing a target 

array from a host array. The degradation measures the degree of potential performance 

loss due to the smaller target array than the original host array. 

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 summarize the experimental results. In Table 5.1, the har

vest is very low if the fault percentage is greater than 10%. But in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, 

the harvest increases significantly. Especially in Table 5.3, most arrays can get more 

than 90% harvest. This dcmonstraics that more flexible schcmcs will better utilize in 

the target array and therefore wc get more performance. The CPU time increases as we 
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Host Fault Target Harvest Degradation Time 
Array Size (%) Array (%) (%> (sec.) 

64 x 64 4 0.1 62 x 62 93.94 6.15 0.96 
64 x 64 20 0.5 56 x 55 75.56 24.80 0.87 
64 x 64 40 1.0 50 x 49 60.40 40.19 0.82 
64 x 64 204 5.0 33 x 32 27.13 74.22 0.48 
64 x 64 409 10.0 24 x 23 14.94 86.52 0.33 

128 x 128 16 0.1 121 x 121 89.45 10.64 5.77 
128 x 128 81 0.5 101 x 100 61.95 38.35 4.59 
128 x 128 163 1.0 88 x 88 47.74 52.73 4.13 
128 x 128 819 5.0 48 x 47 14.49 86.23 1.82 
128 x 128 1638 10.0 33 x 31 6.94 93.76 1.08 
256 x 256 65 0.1 231 x 230 81.15 18.93 33.70 
256 x 256 327 0.5 177 x 176 47.77 52.47 26.68 
256 x 256 655 1.0 142 x 141 30.86 69.45 19.23 
256 x 256 3276 5.0 67 x 66 7.10 93.25 6.35 
256 x 256 6553 10.0 54 x 52 4.76 95.72 3.66 
512 x 512 262 0.1 421 x 420 67.52 32.55 207.45 
512 x 512 1310 0.5 289 x 289 32.02 68.14 129.11 
512 x 512 2621 1.0 213 x 212 17.40 82.77 81.44 
512 x 512 13107 5.0 189 x 188 14.27 86.45 40.01 
512 x 512 26214 10.0 177 x 177 13.28 88.05 41.87 

Table 5.1: Both Row and Column Bypass 

employ more complicated reconfiguration schcmcs. But less CPU lime is needed for an 

array with a higher percentage of faulty cells. This is due to the fact that more faulty 

cells means less rcconfigurabilily for row and column and therefore less options to try. 

Overall, the algorithms perform well and the results are good. 
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Host Fault Target Harvest Degradation Time 
Array Size (%) Array (%) (%> (see.) 

64 x 64 4 0.1 64 x 63 98.53 1.56 1.23 
64 x 64 20 0.5 63 x 64 98.92 1.56 1.36 
64 x 64 40 1.0 62 x 62 94.77 6.15 1.26 
64 x 64 204 5.0 51 x 53 69.45 34.01 1.01 
64 x 64 409 10.0 44 x 44 52.51 52.73 0.79 

128 x 128 16 0.1 128 x 127 99.32 0.78 7.29 
128 x 128 81 0.5 125 x 124 95.07 5.40 6.79 

" 128 x 128 163 1.0 122 x 123 92.51 8.41 6.62 
128 x 128 819 5.0 91 x 92 53.79 48.90 4.69 
128 x 128 1638 10.0 69 x 69 32.29 70.94 3.20 
256 x 256 65 0.1 253 x 252 97.38 2.70 45.21 
256 x 256 327 0.5 251 x 249 95.84 4.63 44.54 
256 x 256 655 1.0 230 x 230 81.53 19.28 36.34 
256 x 256 3276 5.0 149 x 149 35.66 66.12 21.43 
256 x 256 6553 10.0 108 x 105 19.23 82.70 13.11 
512 x 512 262 0.1 491 x 491 92.06 8.03 289.35 
512 x 512 1310 0.5 433 x 433 71.88 28.48 213.02 
512 x 512 2621 1.0 426 x 426 69.93 30.77 206.60 
512 x 512 13107 5.0 317 x 318 40.47 61.55 119.51 
512 x 512 26214 10.0 296 x 293 36.76 66.92 90.41 

Table 5.2: Row Bypass and Column Rerouting 
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Host Fault Target Harvest Degradation Time 
Array Size (%) Array (%) (%) (sec.) 

64 x 64 4 0.1 64 x 63 98.53 1.56 1.43 
64 x 64 20 0.5 63 x 64 98.92 1.56 1.54 
64 x 64 40 1.0 62 x 62 94,77 6.15 1.37 
64 x 64 204 5.0 5 7  x 5 8  84.94 19.29 1.27 
64 x 64 409 10.0 55 x 51 76.08 31.52 1.08 

128 x 128 16 0.1 128 x 127 99.32 0.78 7.87 
128 x 128 81 0.5 126 x 125 96.61 3.87 7.81 
128 x 128 163 1.0 123 x 127 96.30 4.66 7.91 
128 x 128 819 5.0 115 x 113 83.49 20.68 6.42 
128 x 128 1638 10.0 102 x 104 71.94 35.25 5.16 
256 x 256 65 0.1 254 x 254 98.54 1.56 48.64 
256 x 256 327 0.5 254 x 251 97.77 2.72 47.59 
256 x 256 655 1.0 253 x 248 96.71 4.26 47.79 
256 x 256 3276 5.0 216 x 218 75.63 28.15 33.00 
256 x 256 6553 10.0 180 x 183 55.85 49.74 25.08 
512 x 512 262 0.1 509 x 509 98.93 1.17 332.83 
512 x 512 1310 0.5 500 x 498 95.46 5.01 317.90 
512 x 512 2621 1.0 494 x 493 93.84 7.10 309.89 
512 x 512 13107 5.0 405 x 404 65.70 37.58 219.08 
512 x 512 26214 10.0 376 x 378 60.24 45.78 141.81 

Tabic 5.3: Both Row and Column Rerouting 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

A systematic method to reconfiguration in VLSI/WSI arrays using the degradation ap

proach- for yield enhancement is presented in this thesis. Based on the bipartite graph 

representation of faulty cells in a reconfigurablc host array, the problem to find a maxi

mum fault-free target array was shown to be equivalent to finding a restricted independent 

set of vertices in the graph models. Three constraints on the row or column reconfig-

urability were considered. The complexity was analyzed and heuristic algorithms were 

developed for variations of the problem under the three constraints. These algorithms 

have been implemented in C and experimental results were collected which demonstrate 

the efftcicncy of the proposed approaches. 
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Appendix A 

User Interface of the Reconfiguration Package 

Example 1: Repair Analysis of a Random Generation Faulty Array 

t + 
| Welcome To The Efficient Reconfiguration Package. | 

+ + 

>The input of the defective array comes from: 

F (file) 

R (random function generator). 

??R 

>Enter the ROW size: 

? ? 5 1 2  
>Enter the COLUMN size: 

??512 
>Enter the NUMBER of faulty cells: 

??2621 

>The recofiguration switching mechanism is one of the following: 

B (Both row and column bypass) 

E (Either row or column rerouting) 

R (Both row and column rerouting) 

C (Compare results). 

??R 

>Save the outputs? 

??Y 
>File name: 

??example.out 

>Continue to try the other cases? 

??Y 
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Example 2: Repair Analysis of a User Input Faulty Array 

+ 
| Welcome To The Efficient Reconfiguration Package, | 

+ + 

>The input of the defective array comes from: 

F (file) 

R (random function generator). 

??F 

>Enter the FILE NAME: 

??£ ile.inp 

>The recofiguration switching mechanism is one of the following: 

B (Both row and coLumn bypass) 

E (Either cow or column rerouting) 

R (Both row and column rerouting) 

C (Compare results), 

??C 
>Save the outputs? 

??Y 

>File name: 

??f ile.out 

>Continue to try the other cases? 

??N 

Example 3: User Input File of Figure 4.7(a) 

| file.inp 

¥ 
R = 6  
C = 6 

1 3 
1 4 
2 1 
2 6 
3 3 
3 4 
4 2 
4 3 
5 4 
5 5 
0 



Example 4: Reconfiguration Results of Figure 4.7(b) 

<< Both Row and Column Bypass >> 

Host Array : = 6 X 6 

Fault Size = -- 10 

Target Array = = 4 X 1 
Target/Host = = 0. 67 R X 0.50 

Fault Percentage = = 27 . 78 % 

Degradation : = 66 .67 I 
Harvest = = 46 .15 % 

Run Time = = 0. 0 1 seconds 

+ + 

* • -k 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 

+ 

* * X X * 

X X 

* '* X X * 

X X 

* * X X * 
* • it 



Example 5: Reconfiguration Results of Figure 4.7(c) 

* 

<< Row Bypass and Column Rerouting >> 

Host Array = fi X ii 

Fault Siae = 10 

Target Array = -1 :< -1 

Target/Host = 0.6 7 R X 0.67 C 

Fault Percentage = 27.7!) 'I 

Degradation = 'i'i.fjo 

Harvest = 61.5-1 A 

Run Time = 0.00 seconds 

LC 1 2 3 4 
LR + + 

1 I 11 12 15 16 | 
2 j 22 23 24 25 j 
3 I 31 32 35 36 \ 
4 j 61 62 65 66 | 

+ + 



Example 6: Reconflguration Results of Figure 4.7(d) 

« Bobh Row and CoLumn Rerouting >> 

Host Ac ray = 6 ,< n 

Fault Size = LO 

Target Array = S X 4 

Target/Host = 0.8.1 R X 0.fi7 C 

Fault Percentage = 27.70 'I 

Degradation = -14.-14 i 

Harvest = 7 6 .'J2 % 

Run Time = 0.01 seconds 

* * * * 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 

R + + 

* 1 | * * X X * * | 

* 2 ) X * * * * X |  

* 3 | * * X X * * |  

* 4 j * X X * * I 

5 j * XX f 

* 6 * * * * 

LC 1 2 3 4 

LR +-

I | 11 12 15 16 

2 I 22 23 24 25 
3 I 31 32 35 36 
4 1 41 52 45 46 
5 | 61 62 65 66 
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Appendix B 

Implementations of the Reconfiguration Pack
age 

tlucluda <atdio.h> 
tlucluda <time> 
tdafine STEP 0 
fdofino HAP 1 
tdafine WATCH 0 
tdafine qUES 1 

/* + 

| data structure I 
+ •/ 
typedef struct vu{ 

int id; 
atruct vu *nadgo; 

> edge; 

typodoi atruct{ 
int put; 
int pat; 
int cut; 
int est; 

> cput; 

typedef struct sys{ 
int rn; 
int cn; 
int en; 
float ep; 
iloat hp; 
int *rBp; 
int *CBp; 
int •mark; 
int tcmark; 
int *rmap; 
int *cnap; 
int rn; 
int CB; 
int **h; 
int •»+lmap; 
float runt; 
struct ays *apr; 
atruct aya *op2; 
atruct ays *sp3j 
FILE *ip; 

> ayatcm; 
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/* + 
I main ( ) I 
+ */ 
aain( ) 
{ 
systQB *spl; 
system *sp2; 
systen »sp3; 
char InteractO; 
void reconfiglO; 
void reconfig2(); 
void reconfig3(); 
void printgO; 
char c, d .name [40] ; 
void tiaesO; 
cput •runtl, *runt2; 
char *nallocO; 
FILE *fp, *fopen( ); 

c-'Y'; 
runti • (cput *)malloc(sizeof(cput)); 
runt2 = (cput *)nalloc(sizeof(cput)); 

while (c !« 'H' tt c != 'n'){ 

if (qUES — 0){ 
printf(">Save the outputs?\n??"); 
scanf("JiisM, id); 
if (d •» 'n> ft* d !=• 'N'H 

printf(">File name:\n??"); 
scanf("%s", name); 
fp * fopen(name, "w") ; 

} 
> 

if (QUES " 0) 
fprintf(fp,"\l"): 

d = interact(ftspl,4sp2,ftsp3); 
snitch (d)-[ 

case 'c': 
case 'C': 
case 'b': 
case 'B': tines(runtl); 

if (qUES ™ 0) 
spl->fp = fp; 

reconfigl(spl); 
times(runt2); 
spl->runt •• (float) (nmt2->put - runtl->put)/100; 
printg(spl); 
if (d !• 'c' ft* d != 'C') 

break; 

case 'e': 
case 'E': times(runtl); 

if (QUES " 0) 
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sp2->fp » fp; 
reconfig2(sp2); 
times(runt2); 
sp2 ->runt - (float)(runt2->put - runtl->put)/100; 
printg(sp2); 
if (d !- 'c' fcfc d !- 'C') 

break; 

case 'r': 
case 'R': times (runt 1) ; 

if (qUES " 0) 
sp3->fp • fp; 

reconf ig3(sp3) ; 
times(runt2); 
sp3 ->runt - (float)(runt2->put - runtl->put)/100; 
printg(sp3); 
break; 

default: printf("\n<Error>Input error. Mo reconfiguration.\n\n\n"); 
break; 

> 

printf("\n\n\n>Continue to try the other caacs?\n??"); 
scanf("Xls", tc); 

} 

/* + 
I interact ( ) I 
+ */ 
char interact(aspl,asp2,asp3) 
system **aspl; 
system **asp2; 
syBtem **asp3; 
< 
system *sp; 
system *spl; 
int r: 
int c; 
int e; 
float ep; 
int T, u; 
int i, j; 
void salloc( ); 
int bgraphl( ); 
double unif( ); 
void copyBpO; 
char *0131100 ( ); 
FILE *fp, *fopen( ); 
char ytd, name [40]; 

sp = (system *)malloc(oizeof(system)); 
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printf ("\f+ +") ; 
printf("\n| Uelcotno To The Optimal Reconfiguration Package. I"); 
printf ("\n+ +\n\n\n"); 

if (QUES !- OH 
printf(">Tha input of the defective array cornea froraAn"); 
printf(" F ffile)\n"); 
printf(" R (random function generates).\n??M); 

scanfO'XlB", td); 
while (d'-'f ft* d!-'F' tk d!-'r' ftt d!-'R'){ 

printf("\n<Error>Input incorrect.\n\n"); 
printf(">The input of the defective array cornea from:\n"); 
printf(" F (file)\n"); 
printf(" R (random function generates)An??"); 

scanfCXls", td); 
> 

} 
else 

d - 'R'; 

snitch (d){ 

case 'f 
case 'F*: printf ("\n>Enter the file name An??"); 

scanfCXs", name); 
fp - fopen(name, "r"); 
while (fp -- NULLH 

printf("\n\n<Error>The input file does not exist An"); 
printf("\n>Enter the file name An??"); 

acanf("Xs", name); 
fp • fopen(name, "r"); 

> 

fscanf (fp, "X*2B Xd %+2s Xd", ftr. Jtc); 
Bp->rn • r; 
sp->cn • c; 
salloc(ap); 

f8canf(fp, "Xd", fcv); 
e • 0; 

while (v > 0){ 
fscanf(fp, "Xd", tu); 
bgraphl(v-l, u-1, sp); 

e++; 
fscanf(fp, "Xd", fcv); 

> 
sp->en • e; 
sp->ep • (float)e/(r * c); 

break; 

case 'r': 
case 'R': printf("\n>Enter the ROW Bize:\n??"); 
scanfC'Xd", ftr); 

while (r « 0){ 
printf("<Error>ThQ row size can't be 0.\n\n"); 
printf("\n>Enter the ROW size An??"); 

BcanfC'Xd", tar) j 
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printf("\n>Enter the COLUMN size:\n??M); 
scanfC'Xd", tc); 

while (c OH 
printf("<Error>The column Bize can't bo 0.\n\n"); 

printf("\n>Enter the COLUHN Bize:\n??"); 
BcanfC'Xd", *c); 

y 

printf("\n>Enter the PERCENTAGE of the fault cells:\n??(0.0 <= <" 1.0)"); 
scanf("Xf", tep); 

e » (int)(ep • r * c); 
while (ep > 1){ 
printf("<Error> 0.0 <" The fault percentage <« 1.0\n\n"); 

printf("Sn>Enter the PERCENTAGE of the fault cello:\n??(0.0 <- •///. <= 1.0)"); 
8canf("%f", tep); 

e • (int)(ep * r * c)j 
} 
ep - (float)e/(r • c); 

sp->rn • r; 
8p->cn « c; 
ap->en «• e; 
ap->ep • ep; 
salloc(sp); 

for (i=0; i < e; i++){ 
v • (int)(unif() * r); 

u • (int)(unif() * c)j 
j - bgraphl(v, u, op); 
while (j » OH 

v - (int)(unif() * r); 
u » (int)(unif() * c); 

j = bgraphl(v, u, ap); 
> 

} 
break; 

default: 
printf("\n<Error>Input error.\n\n"); 
break; 

if (qUES !- 0){ 
printf(">The reconfiguration constrain is one of the following:\n\n"); 

printf(" B (Both row and column bypass)\n"); 
printf(" E (Either row or column reconfiguration)\n"); 
printf(" R (Both row and column reconfiguration)\n"); 
printf(" C (Compare the results),\n\n??"); 

scanf("Xls", fcd); 
} 
else 

d » »C'; 

if (qUES != 0){ 
printf(">Save the outputs?\n??"); 



scanf("Itls", *y); 
if (y !- 'n' kk y !- 'H*){ 

printl(">File name:\n??"); 
Bcanf("XB", name); 
Bp->fp • fopen(name, 

} 

switch (d){ 

case 'b'! 
caBe 'B': •aBpl » ap; 

break; 

case 'e': 
case 'E': »asp2 » ap; 

break; 

case 'r' 
case 'R': *asp3 ™ sp; 

break; 

case 'c' 
case 'C' *aspl = ap; 

spl = (system *)malloc(aizeof(syatem)); 
»asp2 • spl; 
copysp(sp, spl); 
spl " (system *>)nalloc(sizeof (system)) ; 
*asp3 - spl; 
copysp(Bp, spl); 
break; 

default: 

return(d); 

printf("\n<Error>Input error.\n\n\nM); 
break; 

/*- —+ 
I 

- * /  

Bcalloc ( ) 

void salloe(sp) 
system *sp; 

char *malloc( ); 
int i, j; 
int r*sp->rn; 
int c"8p->cn; 

Bp->h • (int *»)malloc(r*Bizeof(int •)); 
sp->rsp - (int »)aalloe(r«aizeof(int)); 
ap->egp » (int *)malloc(c*Bizeof(int)); 
Bp->rnark = (int »)malloc(r*Bizeof(int)); 
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sp->cnark = (int *)iaalloc(c*sizeof (int)); 
sp->rmap - (int *)nalloc(r*Bizeof(int)); 
sp->cmap • (int •)nalloc(c»sizeof(int))j 
sp->rm "0; 
ap->cn » 0; 
sp->hp " 0; 
ap->runt » 0; 
Bp->laap • HULL; 
ap->apr ** NULL; 
ap->ap2 « NULL; 
ap->ap3 • NULL; 
sp->fp - NULL; 

for (i»0; i < r; i++H 
sp->h[i] » (int *)ualloc(c*sizeof(int)); 
ap->rBp[i] - c; 
sp->rmarkCi] " 0; 

ap->rnap[i] » i; 
} 

for (i»0; i < r; i++) 
for (j-0; j < c; j++H 

if (i — 0){ 
ap->csp[j] « r; 

sp->cinark[j] M 0; 
ap->cmap[j] » j; 

> 
sp->h[i][j] - -1; 

> 

/* 
I copyop ( ) I 

,/ 

void copyap(apl,sp2) 
systea *spl,*sp2; 
{ 
int i,j; 
void sallocO; 
char »mallocO; 

ap2->rn • apl->rn; 
ap2->cn * spl->cn; 
sp2->on *» 8pl->en; 
sp2->ep • spl->ep; 
aalloc(sp2); 
np2->fp ~ apl->fp; 

for (i»0; i < Bp2->rn; i++) 
ap2->rBp[i] >• apl->rap[i]; 

for (i»0; i < ap2->cn; i++) 
ap2->CBp[i!l • spl->csp[ij ; 

for (i«0; i < ap2->rn; i++) 
for (jB0; j < ap2->cn; j++) 

sp2->h[i] Cjl " apl->h[i] [j] ; 



/• 
I freeap ( ) 

void freeap(sp) 
syatea «op; 
{ 
void freeO; 
int i; 

if (sp->lnap !» NULLH 
for (i"0; i < ap->rm; i++){ 

free { (char •) ap->lmap [0] [i] ); 
free ( (char ») ap->laap [1] [i] ); 

> 
froo((char »)Bp->lnap[0]); 
froo((char *)ap->lnap[i]); 

} 

for (i*0; i < sp->rn; i++) 
free((char »)ap->h[i]); 

free((char •)sp->rmark); 
free((char *)sp~>caark); 
free((char •)sp->rsp); 
freo((char »)ap->csp); 
froe((char »)ap->rnap}; 
froe((char »)Bp->CBap); 
froe((char *)ap); 

} 

/* 
I bgraphl ( ) 

int bgraphl(i, j, ap) 
int i,j; 
system »Bp; 
{ 

if (sp->h[i] [j] «" -1){ 
sp->h[i][j] » -2; 
ap->rapCi] —; 
ap->cap[j]—j 
retum(l); 

} 
else 

return(O)j 

> 

/« 
I reconfig ( ) 
+ 
void reconfig(sp) 



systea «sp; 
{ 
int i,j,k; 
int r ™ op->rn; 
int c « sp->cn; 
edge *ptrv, *ptru, «ptr; 
int a. " Bp->na; 
int n ™ ap->ca; 
char *nalloe(); 
edge »quer, •quec; 
edge *quegO, *dque(); 
void freeO; 

quer » HULL; 
quec " NULL; 
for (i=0; i < r; i++){ 

if (sp->rsp[i] !« 0){ 
ptr • (edge *)malloc(aizeof(edge)); 

ptr->id » i; 
ptr->nedge ~ MULL; 

quer - queg(quer, ptr, sp->rsp); 
} 
else 

sp->raark[i] *• -1; 
> 

for (i=0; i < c; i++){ 
if (sp->cap[i] != OH 

ptr ** (edge *)malloc(sizeof(edge)); 
ptr->id « i; 

ptr->nedge - HULL; 
quec • queg(quec, ptr, ap->csp); 

} 
elao 

ap->cnark[i] = -1; 
} 

ptrv « quer; 
ptru «* quec; 
while (ptrv != HULL II ptru <= KULLH 

if (ptrv != HULL Ut ptru !« NULL){ 
if (m !• 0 U n !=» 0){ 

i • ptrv->id; 
j " ptru->id; 
if (ap->rap[i] > sp->csp[j]) 

ptru " NULL; 
elBe{ 

if <sp->cap[j] > sp->rsp[i]) 
ptrv * HULL; 

else{ 
if(m > n) 

ptrv = HULL; 
elae 

ptru - HULL; 
> 

} 



> 
else{ 
if (» «• 0) 

ptru » HULL; 
else 

ptrv • NULL; 
} 

> 

if {ptrv !• HULL){ 
i • ptrv->id; 
8p->rmark[i] » 1; 
B++; 

ptru • quec; 
while (ptru !» HULLH 

j - ptru->idj 
if (op->h[i] tj] =« -2){ 

ptru *» ptru->ii0dge; 
ap->cmark[j] " -1; 
quec * dque(quoc,j); 

ptr - quer->nedge; 
while (ptr ! = NULL){ 

k » ptr->id; 
if (sp->hCk][j] !<= -2) 

sp->rsp [k]—; 
ptr " ptr->nedga; 

> 
} 
else 

ptru = ptru->nedge; 

while (ptrv != NULL){ 
ptr - ptrv; 
ptrv •* ptrv->nedge; 
free((char »)ptr); 

> 
quer = HULL; 
for (i-0; i < r; i++) 

if (8p->nnark[i] = OH 
ptr ™ (edge *)malloc(sizeof(edge)); 

ptr->id = i; 
ptr->nedge » NULL; 

quer •» queg(quor, ptr, sp->r3p) ; 
} 

} 

if (ptru !- KULL){ 
j » ptru->id; 
op->cmark[j] » 1; 
n++; 

ptrv » quer; 
while (ptrv !- NULL){ 

i » ptrv->id; 
if (ap->h[i] [j] =• -2){ 

ptrv » ptrv->nedgej 
ap->raark[i] = -1; 
quor • dquc(quer.i); 
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ptr « quee->nedgo; 
chile (ptr !™ HULL){ 

k - ptr->id; 
if Cap->hCiKk] !- -2) 

sp->esp[k]—; 
ptr » ptr->nedge; 

> 
} 
else 

ptrv " ptrv->nedge; 
> 
ohile (ptru !" NULL){ 

ptr " ptru; 
ptru » ptru->nedge; 
free((char *)ptr); 

> 
quec D KULL; 
for (i"0; i < c; i++) 

if (sp->cmark[i] •» OH 
ptr • (edge *)malloc(sizeof(edge)); 

ptr->id » i; 
ptr->nedge » NULL; 

quae » qucg(qucc, ptr, ap->csp); 
> 

ptrv » quer; 
ptru • quec; 

op->rm ° B; 
sp->cm • n; 

/* + 
I reconfigl ( ) I 

*/ 

void reconfigl(sp) 
system *sp; 
{ 
int i,j; 
int r " ep->m; 
int c • ap~>cn; 
void reconfigO; 

reconfig(sp); 
if (sp->rn !• 0 it ap->cm !- 0){ 

for (i*0; i < r; i++) 
if (ap->rmark[i] == 1) 

for (j=0; j < c; j++) 
if (sp->cmark[j] 1) 

Bp->h[i][j] = -3; 

if (sp->rn * op->cn !» sp->en) 



ap->hp " (float)(sp->rn * ap->cm)/(sp->rn * sp->cn - op->en); 

> 

/* 
I •queg ( ) 

edge *queg(ptrq, ptr, v) 
edge *ptrq, *ptr; 
int 
{ 

if (ptrq NULL) 
ptrq « ptr; 

else{ 
if Cv[ptr->id] > »[ptrq->id]){ 

ptr->nedge • ptrq; 
ptrq = ptr; 

> 
else 

ptrq->nedge » queg(ptrq->nedge, ptr, v); 
> 
return(ptrq); 

> 

/* 
I *ques ( ) 

*/ 

edge *ques(ptrq, ptr, v )  
edge »ptrq, *ptr; 
int »v; 

i 
if (ptrq =« NULL) 

ptrq - ptr; 
elae{ 

if (v[ptr->id] < v[ptrq->id]){ 
ptr->nedge «• ptrq; 
ptrq « ptr; 

> 
else 

ptrq->nedge = ques(ptrq->nedge, ptr, v); 
} 
return(ptrq); 

} 

/• 
I *dque ( ) 

edge »dque(ptr, id) 
edge *ptr; 
int id; 
{ 
edge *temp; 
void free(); 

I 
*/ 
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if (ptr->id •- id){ 
temp • ptr->nedge; 
free((char Optr); 
ptr " temp; 

> 
else 

ptr->nedge » dque(ptr->nedge, id); 

return(ptr); 

} 

/* + 
I sane unif ( ) | 

+/ 
double unifO 
{ 
static int seed • 329; 
iat modulus - 65536, 

mult - 25173, 
inc » 13849; 

double x; 

seed » (mult * seed + inc) % modulus; 
x " (double)seed / (double)modulus; 
return(x); 

> 

/* 
I transf ( ) | 

*/ 

void transf(sp) 
system *sp; 
{ 
int i,j; 
char «nalloc(); 
void sallocO; 
system *spr; 
void freespO ; 
void printgO; 

if (sp->spr -- HULL){ 
spr • (system *)malloc(sizeof(system)); 
spr->rn » sp->cn; 
Bpr->cn » sp->rn; 
spr->en - sp->en; 
spr->ep • sp->ep; 
salloc(spr); 

for (i=0; i < spr->m; i++) 
opr->rspCi] " sp->csp[i]; 

for (i=»0; i < 8pr->cn; i++) 
spr->csp[i] • ap->rsp[i]; 
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for (i*0; i < apr->rn; i++) 
for (j-Oj j < Bpr->cn; j++) 

apr->h[i][j] - ap->hCj][i]; 

Bp->apr - Bpr; 
apr->Bpr " sp; 
spr->lp - sp->fp; 

> 

else{ 
Bpr « ap; 

ap " ap->Bpr; 
sp->ra • spr->cn; 
op->cn • apr->rm; 

ior (i~0; i < Bp->rn; i++) 
ap->rnark[i] » spr->emarkCi]; 

for (i-0; i < ap->cn; i++) 
ap->cmark[i] • Bpr->raark[i]; 

ap->lmap • (int ••#)malloc(2 • sizeof(int **)); 
Bp->laap[0j » (int *»)malloc(sp->rm • sizeof(int *)) ; 
sp->lmap[l] " (int ••)malloc(sp->ra * sizeof(int «0); 

for (i»0; i < sp->rn; i++H 
ap->lmap[0]Ci] " (int »)malloc(sp->cn * sizeof(int)); 
Bp->lmap[l][i] * (int *)malloc(ap->cm * sizeof(int)); 

> 

for (i«0; i < sp->rn; i++) 
for (j«*0; j < sp->cm; j++H 

Bp->lnaptO] [i] [j] » Bpr->lmap[l] [j] [i] ; 
sp->lnap[l] [i] [j] •> opr->lnap[0] [j] [i] ; 

> 
> 

/* • + 
I ubound2 ( ) I 
+ . */ 
void ubound2(Bp) 
system •sp; 
{ 
edge *quer, *quee; 
edge +ptr; 
void transf(); 
int i, j; 
int heu; 
int jl, j2; 
int c - ap->cn; 
int r » sp->m; 
char *malloc(); 
edge *quea(); 
edge «quegO; 
void free(); 
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int mr, nr; 
int BC, nc; 
aystea »8p2; 
void aallocO; 
int •*h«op->hj 
void printgO; 

quer » NULL; 
quec » NULL; 
for (i»0; i < sp->rn; i++H 

if (ap->rop[i] !• 0){ 
ptr » (edge *)ualloc(sizeof (edge)) j 

ptr->id • i; 
ptr->nodgQ " NULL; 

quer - quea(quer, ptr, Bp->rsp); 
> 
else 

r—; 
> 

for (i=0; i < sp->cn; i++){ 
if (ap->capCi] !* 0){ 

ptr • (edge *)malloc(sizeof (edge)) ; 
ptr->id - i; 

ptr->nedge • HULL; 
quec « ques(quec, ptr, Bp->cap); 

} 
else 

c—; 
} 

ptr • quer; 
i - 0; 
while (ptr J» NULL ftft ptr->nedge != NULL 44 

ap->rsp[ptr->nedge->id] > sp->rsp[ptr->id]){ 
ptr • ptr->nedge; 
i++; 

} 
ac « r - i; 
if (ptr " NULL) 

nc • 0; 
else 

nc » ap->rap[ptr->id]; 

ptr • quec; 
i - 0; 
while (ptr !• NULL 44 ptr->nedge !* NULL 41: 

Bp->cap[ptr->nedge->id] > sp->cap[ptr->id]){ 
ptr • ptr->nedge; 
i++; 

} 
if (ptr " NULL) 

mr • 0; 
else 

ar * op->capCptr->id]; 
nr = c - ij 

if (mr • nr > ac • nc){ 



heu • r; 
r • c; 
c • heu: 
mc - nr; 
nc » nr; 
tranaf(ap); 
sp » Bp->spr; 
ptr - quer; 
quer » quae; 
quec - ptr; 

h " ap->h; 
if (mc »« 0 II nc « 0){ 

np->rxa - 0; 
sp->cia • 0; 

> 
O1BQ{ 

Bp->nn » nc; 
ap->cm » nc; 

> 

if (ap->ra !• 0 tk sp->cn !=0H 
sp2 = (system *)malloc(Bizeof(system)); 
up2->m • nc; 
sp2->cn " nc; 
sp2->en - 8p->en; 
ap2->ep • sp->ep; 
saIloc(sp2); 
sp->Bp2 » op2; 
ap2->sp2 " ap; 
Bp2->fp - ap->fp; 
if (ap->spr !- NULL) 

ap->spr->sp2 • ap2; 

ptr «• quer; 
j » r - mc; 

i • 1; 
uhile (ptr !• NULLH 

if (i++ > j) 
sp->raark[ptr->id] « 1; 

quer =• ptr->nedge; 
free((char *)ptr); 
ptr » quer; 

ptr • quec; 
while (ptr !• NULL){ 

quec • ptr->nedge; 
free((char *)ptr); 
ptr - quec; 

j • 0; 
for (i«*0; i < sp->rn; i++) 

if (sp->rmark[i] == 1) 

ap2->rmap[j++] =• i; 



quae " NULL; 
lor Cj • 0; j < 8p->cn; j++){ 

hou • 0; 
if <j — 0) 

jl - j5 
else 

jl - j - i; 
ii (j ™ c-1) 

j2 - j; 
else 

j2 - j + 1; 

for (i"0; i < sp->rn; i++H 
if (sp->rmark[i] 1){ 

if (hCiHj]"" -1M 
if (sp->rap[i] »= nc) 

heu « heu + 20; 
else 

heu • heu + 12; 
} 

elso{ 
if Ch[i] [jl] — -1H 

if Ch[i][j2] =— -1) 
heu • heu + 7; 

else 
heu «» heu + 4; 

> 
else{ 

if (h[i] [j2] — -1) 
heu » heu + 1; 

else 
heu • heu - 12; 
> 

> 
> 

> 
Bp->cmap[j] = heu; 
ptr • (edge *)nalloc(sizeof(edge)); 

ptr->id - j; 
ptr->nedge » NULL; 

quec •" queg(quec, ptr, ap->cmap); 
> 

ptr • quec; 
j - nc; 

i • 0; 
shile (ptr !• NULL){ 

if (i++ < j) 
8p->cmark[ptr->id] ° 1; 

quec •» ptr->nedge; 
free((char *)ptr); 
ptr * quec; 

> 

j - 0; 
for (i=0; i < ap->cn; i++) 

if (sp->cmark[i] ==1) 
ap2->cmap[j++] = i; 
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if (STEP !- OH 
printg(sp); 

> 

/» + 
I bgraph2 ( ) I 
+ */ 
void bgraph2(sp) 
system *ap; 

system *sp2; 
int i, j; 
int lr, lc; 
int +v; 
int jap; 
int **h; 
char •raallocQ; 
void free(); 
void printgO; 

sp2 " op->sp2; 
h " (int ••)inalloc(sp->rn»aizeof (int *)); 
for (i»0; i < op->rn; i++) 

b[i] • (int *)malloc(Bp->cn*aizeof(int)); 
for (i"0; i < sp->rn; i++) 

for (j-0; j < sp->cn; j++) 
h[i][j] • ap->hCi] [j] ; 

v • ap2->cmap; 
lr » 0; 
for (i»0; i < sp->rn; i++){ 

if <sp->nnark[i] 0) 
v = sp2->cmap; 

else-C 
jap = -1; 
lc « 0; 

for (j»0; j < ap->cn; j++H 
if (sp->craark[jj •• 0){ 

if (h[i] [j] •=» -1) 
jsp - j; 

else 
jBp - -lj 

> 
oluef 

if (h[i][j] — -1){ 
h[i][j] - j; 

sp2->h[lr][lc++] « jj 
} 

else{ 
if (jap != -1 kk v[lc] !a j+l){ 

lc » lc - (j-l-jsp); 
ohile (jsp !• j){ 



h[i] [jap] »• jsp + 1; 
sp2->h[lr] [lc++] •= j8p++; 

> 
jsp - -1; 

> 
olse{ 

if (j+l < sp->cn At vClc] ! = j-1 tfc hti][j+1] == -
h[i]Cj+l] - j; 

Bp2->h[lr][lc++] * j + 1; 
> 

else{ 
sp2->h[lr] [lc] • -2; 

ap2->rap[lr]—; 
sp2->csp[lc++]—; 

} 
> 

> 
} 

} 
v = sp2->h[lr++]; 

} 
} 
lor (i»0; i < sp->m; i++) 

Bp->nnark[i] • 0; 

for (i=0; i < Bp->cn; i++) 
ap->cnark[i] » 0; 

for (i«0; i < sp->rn; i++) 
free((char *)h[ij); 

free((char *)h); 

if (STEP !- 0>{ 
printg(sp2); 

> 

/* 
I reconfig2 ( ) 
+ » 
void reconfig2(sp) 
system *ap; 

int i, j; 
int lr, lc; 
system *sp2> »spr; 
void reconfigO; 
char +malloe(); 
void freespO; 
void transfO; 
void printgO; 
void ubound2(); 
void bgraph2(); 

ubound2(sp); 
if (sp->spr !* NULL) 
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sp " ap->spr; 

if {sp->sp2 !• HULLH 
bgraph2(op); 
op2 " up->8p2; 
rcconfig(sp2); 
sp->ra • sp2->rm; 
ap->c« » sp2->cm; 

ap->lnap • (int »»»)malloc(2 * aizeof (int »•»)); 
Bp->lnap[0] • (int "»*)malloc(sp->ra + sizeofdnt »)): 
sp->lnap[l] » (int **)nalloe(sp->rm • aizeof(int *)); 

for (i»0; i < sp->ra; i-t+H 
ap->lmap [0] [i] • (int *)raalloc(sp->cm » aizeof (int)); 
sp->lmap[l] [i] • (int »)nalloc(sp->cn * aizeof(int)); 

> 

lr • 0; 
for (i-0; i < ap2->rn; i++) 

if (sp2->rmark[i] =*» 1){ 
lc « 0; 
for (j"0; j < ap2->cn; j++) 

if (sp2->cnark[j] =•» l)f 
Bp->lnap[0] [lr] [lc] - ap2->rmap[i] ; 
sp->lmap[l] [lr] [lc++] * ap2->h[i] [j] ; 
ap->CBark[sp2->cmap[j]] «• 1; 

> 
op->rmark[ap2->raap[i]] = 1; 
lr++; 

> 
freeap(sp2); 

if (sp->»pr !» HULLH 
transf(ap); 
apr m sp; 
ap • sp->Bpr; 
freesp(Bpr)! 

> 
for (i=0; i < ap->rm; i++) 

for (j-0; j < ap->cm; j++H 
lr » ap->lmap[0] [i] [j] ; 
lc • sp->lnap[l] [i] [j] ; 
sp->h [lr] [lc] • -3; 

> 

if (ap->m * sp->cn !• ap->en) 
sp->hp • (float)(ap->rm * sp->cm)/(ap->rn * sp->cn - ap->en); 

/ * 
I ubound3 ( ) | 
+ */ 

void ubound3(ap) 
aysten *sp; 



edge *quer, *quoc; 
edge *ptr; 
void transfO; 
int i, j; 
int heu; 
int il, i2; 
int c; 
int r; 
int n,n; 
char *nalloc()i 
edge *quBB() ; 
edge «queg(); 
void freeO; 
system *sp2; 
system *sp3; 
void sallocO; 
int **h; 
int *rmap; 
void printgO; 

sp2 - sp->sp2; 
r " sp2->m; 
c » sp2->cn; 
h " sp2->h; 
rmap • (int *)malloc(r * sizeof(int)); 

quec — HULL; 
for (i"0; i < ap2->cn; i++H 

if (sp2->csp[i] !- OH 
ptr • (edge *)malloc(sizeof(edge)); 

ptr->id • i; 
ptr->nedge • NULL; 

quec • ques(quec, ptr, sp2->csp); 
> 
else 

c—; 
> 

ptr = quec; 
i = 0; 

j - 0; 
m • 0; 
n = 0; 

shilo (ptr !• HULLH 
if (op2->cspCptr->id} * (c-i) > j){ 

n » sp2->cap[ptr->id]j 
n • c - i; 
j • m • n; 

> 
ptr " ptr->nedge; 
i++; 

> 

sp2->rm = m; 
sp2->cm » n; 
i f  (sp2->rm - " O i l  sp2->cm ™ OH 



op->na - 0; 
sp->cn " 0; 

> 

if {ap2->r« I- 0 U sp2->cm !« OH 
sp3 • (ayBtem «)nalloc(Bizeof(systeo)); 
ap3->rn » Bp2->rB; 
Bp3->cn • Bp2->ca; 
ap3->en • ap->en; 
sp3->ep • sp->ep; 
salloc(sp3); 
ap3->fp » ap2->fp; 
Bp->ap3 • Bp3; 
ap2->ap3 » sp3; 
sp3->sp2 • sp2; 
if (ap->Bpr !• HULL) 

sp->Bpr->sp3 " Bp3j 

ptr - quec; 
j • c - n; 

i - 1; 
while Cptr !- NULLH 

if (i++ > j) 
ap2->cmark[ptr->id] =• 1; 

quec • ptr->nedge; 
free((char *)ptr); 
ptr • quec; 

j - 0; 
for (i"0; i < Bp2->cn; i++) 

if (Bp2->caark[i] 1) 
sp3->emapCj++J =* i; 

quer » HULL; 
for (i=0; i < r; i++H 

heu • 0; 
if Ci — 0) 

il - i; 
else 

il « i - 1; 
if (i — r-1) 

i2 - i; 
else 

12 = i + 1; 

for (j«0; j < sp2->cn; j++){ 
if (ap2->cioarkCj] " 1){ 

if (h[i][j] !- -2){ 

if (Bp2->cap[j] =• sp2->rm) 
heu » heu + 18; 

elae 
heu « heu + 12; 

} 
elBe{ 

if (hCil] [j] !- -2H 
if (h[i2j [j] •= -2) 

heu • heu + 7; 
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else 
heu « heu + 4; 

> 

0l8°il (h[i2] [j] !« -2) 
heu • heu + 1; 

else 
heu » heu - 12; 
> 

> 
> 

> 
raapCi] » ap2->rmap[i]; 

ap2->rnap [i] » heu; 
ptr • (edge *)malloc(sizeof(edge)); 

ptr->id • i; 
ptr->nedge " HULL; 

quer • queg(quor, ptr, sp2->raap); 
> 

ptr ™ quer; 
j - «; 

i - 0; 
while (ptr !• NULLM 

il (i++ < j) 
sp2->rmark [ptr->id] =• 1; 

quer » ptr->nedge; 
free((char *)ptr); 
ptr » quer; 

> 

if (STEP !- OH 
printg(sp2); 

> 

j » 0; 
for (i*0; i < rj i++H 

if (op2->naarkCi] •*= 1) 
Bp3->rnap[j++] = naap[i]; 

ap2->rnap[i] = rmapti]; 
> 

frae((char »)map); 

> 
} 

/* 
I bgraph3 ( ) I 

*/ 
void bgraph3(sp) 
Bystem *ap; 
{ 
system *ap2; 
system *sp3; 
int i, j; 
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int lr, lc; 
int *v, 
int isp; 
int **h; 
char *aalloc()i 
void frooO; 
void printgO ; 

sp2 • ap->8p2j 
ap3 • sp->sp3; 
h " (int ••)malloc(Bp2~>rn*sizeof(int *)); 
for (i"0; i < Bp2->rn; i++) 

h[i] - (int •)nalloc(sp2->cn*Bizeof(int)); 
for (i"0; i < op2->rn; i++) 

for (j«0; j < sp2->cn; j++H 
if (8p2->h[i] [j] < 0) 

h[i][j] • -2; 
OIBD 

h[i][j] - -1; 
> 

v = sp3->rmap; 
lc » 0; 
for (j-Oj j < sp2->cn; j++){ 

if (flp2->cmark[j] — 0) 
v ™ sp3->noap; 

olso{ 
isp - -1; 
lr • 0; 

for (i^O; i < sp2->rn; i++){ 
if (8p2->rmark[i] =» OH 

if (h[i] [j] — -1) 
isp - i; 

else 
isp - -lj 

> 
else{ 

if (h[i]Lj] =- -1){ 
h[i] [j] • i; 
ap3->rmark [lr] => i; 

sp3->h[lr++][lc] = i; 
> 

else{ 
if (isp != -1 fcfc v[lr] !• i+l){ 

lr a lr - (i-l-isp); 
while (isp !•* i){ 

h[isp][j] = isp + 1; 
sp3->rmark[lr] - isp: 
Bp3->h[lr++][lc] » isp++; 

> 
isp - -1; 

} 
else{ 

if (i+1 < ap2->m tt v[lr] !- i-1 fcfc h[i+l] [j] == —1)-C 
h[i+l][j] » ii 
sp3->rraark[lr] = i + 1; 

sp3->h[lr++] [lc] -i+1; 
> 
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elao{ 
sp3->h[lr] [lc] - -2; 

sp3->rsp[lr++]—; 
sp2->csp[lc]—; 

> 
> 

} 
> 

> 
v • sp3->rnark; 
lc++j 

> 
y 

for (i»0; i < ap3->rn; i++) 
sp3->rmark[i] » 0; 

for (i»0; i < 8p2->rn; i++) 
frea((char 

froe((char *)h); 

if (STEP !- OH 
printg(sp3); 

> 

/* + 
I reconfig3 ( ) I 
+ +/ 
void reeonfig3(sp) 
system *sp; 
i 
int i, j, k; 
int lr, lc; 
system *sp2; 
system »sp3; 
system »spr; 
void reconfigO; 
char *mallocO; 
void freespO; 
void transf (); 
void ubound2(); 
void bgraph2(); 
void ubound3(); 
void bgraph3(); 

ubound2(sp); 
if (sp->spr !• HULL) 

sp » sp->spr; 

if Csp->Bp2 !» NULL){ 
bgraph2(sp); 
ubound3(sp); 

if (sp->sp3 !- NULL){ 
Bp2 » sp->sp2; 
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ap3 = ap2->ap3; 
bgraph3(ap); 
reconfig(sp3); 

if (sp->m !• 0 tfc sp->cm 0){ 
ap->rn • sp3->ra; 
6p->cn • ap3->en; 

ap->lnap - (int *««)Halloc(2 * sizeofCint ++))j 
sp->lmaptO] • (int *»)malloc(ap->:ra * sizeofCint +)); 
Bp->lBap[l] " (int •*)nalloc(ap->rm * sizeofCint *)); 

for (i"0; i < sp->na; i++){ 
sp->lmap[0] [i] • (int *)nalloc(sp->ca * sizcof(int)); 
ap->lnap[1][i] * (int •Omalloc(ap->cn * sizeof(int)); 

> 

lr • 0; 
for (i-0; i < sp3->rn; i++) 

if (ap3->raiark[i] =• 1){ 
lc • 0; 
for (j"0; j < sp3->cn; j++) 

if (Bp3->cmark[j] 1){ 
k - sp3->h[i] [j] ; 
Bp->l»ap[0] Clr] Clc] - ap2->rmap[k] ; 
sp->lBap[i] Clr] [lc++] - sp2->h[k] [Bp3->cmap[j]] ; 
8p->cnark[ap2->cmap[ap3->cmapCj]]] « 1; 

} 
ap->rnark[sp3->naapCi]] = i; 
lr++; 

> 

for (i"0; i < ap->rm; i++) 
for (j-0; j < sp->cm; j++){ 

lr • sp->lnap[0] ti] Cj] ; 
lc « ap->lnap[l] Ci] Cj] ; 
ap->h[lr] Clc] • -3; 

} 

> 

> 
freesp(ap3); 

freasp(8p2); 

if (sp->spr !=» NULL){ 
transf(ap); 
apr • sp; 
ap » ap->spr; 
freeapCspr); 

} 

if (sp->rn * sp->cn !« sp->on) 
op->hp » (float)(ap->rm * ap->cm)/(sp->rn * sp->cn - 3p->en); 

/* 

I printg ( ) 
•+ 

I 
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void printg(sp) 
Bystea *ap; 
{ 
int r - op->rn; 
int c " 3p->cn; 
int i,j,k,l; 
char »nalloc( ); 
FILE *fp; 
void freespO; 

print!("\n\n\n\n\n\n"); 
printf ("+ +\n") : 
printfC I |\n"); 

if (sp->sp2 «« HULL kt sp->Bp3 == NULL) 
printf("I « Both Row and Column Bypass » l\n")j 

else{ 
if (sp->Bp3 !• NULL) 

printf("| « Both Ron and Column Reconfiguration » l\n"); 
elsa{ 

if (sp->spr !- NULL) 
printf("| << Row Reconfiguration and Column Bypass » l\n"); 

else 
printf("| « ROB Bypass and Column Reconfiguration » L\n")i 

> 
> 

printf{"| l\n"); 
printfC! Hoat Array • X~3d X X3d |\n",sp->rn,sp->cn); 
printf("| Fault Size » X-6d |\n",sp->en); 
printf("I Target Array • %-3d X X3d I\n",sp->rn,sp->cn); 
printf("| Target/Host - lA.lt R X X4.2f C |\n", 

(float)sp->rm/sp->rn,(float)sp->cm/sp->cn); 
printf ("| Fault Percentage =» %-6.2f |\n" ,sp->ep*100); 
printfC'1 Degradation = X-6.2f XX l\n" , 

(1 - (float)(sp->rm«sp->ca)/(sp->m*sp->cn)) * 100); 
printf("| Harvest *> X-6.2f XX I\nM,sp->hp*100); 
printfC! Run Time = X~5.2f seconda |\n",sp->runt); 
printf("I |\n"); 
printf ("+ ; +\n") ; 

if (HAP != OH 
printf("\n\n\n "); 
for (i-0; i <- c; i++){ 

if (Bp->cmark [i] == 1) 
printf("• "): 

else 
printfC ") I 

> 
printf("\n C "); 
for (i»l; i <*» c; i++) 

printf("Xld iXlO); 
printf("\n R +"); 
for (i=0: i < 2»c+l; i++) 

putchar('-*); 
printf("+\n"); 

for (i»0; i < r; i++){ 
if (ap->rmark[i] = 1) 

printfC • Xd I (i+l)XlO); 
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else 
printf C" Xd I (i+l)X10); 

for (j»0; j < c; j++H 
if (Bp->h[ij [j] < 0){ 

if (ap->h[i] [j] — -2) 
printf("X ")i 

else{ 
if (ap->h[i] [j] «•» -3) 

printf("• 
else 

printf(" M)j 
} 

> 
else 

printf ("Xd ", (ap->h[i] [j]+l)XlO) ; 
> 
if (WATCH f» 0) 

printf("| rsp[Xd] - X~3d rmapCXd] • Xd\n", 
i+1,Bp->rapCi],i+l,3p->rmap[ij+l); 

else 
printf(M|\n"); 

} 
printf(" +"); 

for (i»0; i < 2*c+l; i++) 
putcharC-'); 

printf("+\n"); 

if (WATCH != 0) 
for (i=0; i < c; i++) 

printf (" capCXdl •> X-3d cmap [Xd] = */.d\n", 
i+l,ap->CBp[i],i+l,sp->caap[i]+l); 

if (ap->lmap • - NULL){ 
printf("\n\n\n"); 
printf(" LC"); 
for (i*»l; i <•* ap->ca; i++) 

printf("X2d iXlOO); 
printf("\n LR +"); 
for (i=0; i < 3*ap->cn+l; i++) 

putcharC-') ; 
printf("+\n"); 
for (i=0; i < ap->rm; i++){ 

printf(" X2d I <i+l)Xl00); 
for (1=0; 1 < sp->cm; 1++H 

j • sp->lnap[0] [i] [1] ; 
k • ap->laap[l] [i] [1] ; 

printf ("XdXd ++jXlO, -H-kXlO) ; 
} 
putcharC I'); 

putcharC W); 
} 
printf(" +"); 
for (i»0; i < 3*Bp->ca+l; i++) 

putcharC-'); 
printf("+\n"); 

} 
} 
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fp - sp->fp; 
if (fp !« HULLH 

fprintf(fp,"\n\n\n\n\n\n"); 
fprintf (fp, "H +\n" ) ; 
fprintf(fp,"I l\n"); 

if (sp->ap2 •" HULL it Bp->Bp3 •= HULL) 
fprintf (fp," | « Both Row and Column Bypass » l\n"); 

O1bo{ 
if (8p->sp3 !* HULL) 

fprintf(fp,"| « Both Row and Colunn Reconfiguration » i\n"); 
elae{ 

if (sp->Bpr !• HULL) 
fprintf(fp,"| « Row Reconfiguration and Column Bypass » l\n"); 

else 
fprintf(fp,"J « Row Bypass and Column Reconfiguration » l\n"); 

} 
> 

fprintf(fp,"| l\n"); 
fprintf(fp,"| Host Array - X-3d X %3d |\nM,sp->rn,3p->cn) 
fprintf(fp,"t Fault Size - X-6d |\n",Bp->en); 
fprintf(fp,"| Target Array • X-3d X X3d |\n",sp->rm,sp->cm) 
fprintf (fp," | Target/HoBt * %4.2f R X 7.4.2f C |\n", 

(float)sp->rm/sp->rn, (float)sp->cm/sp->cn); 
fprintf (fp,"| Fault Percentage • X-6.2f '/.% |\nM,ap->ep*100); 
fprintf(fp,"| Degradation " %-6.2f XX l\n", 

(1 - (float)(sp->rm*8p->cm)/(sp->rn»flp->en)) * 100); 
fprintf(fp,"| Harvest - X-6.2f XX l\n",sp->hp«100); 
fprintf(fp,"| Run Time — %-S.2f seconds I\n",3p->runt); 
fprintf(fp,"| |\n"); 
fprintf (fp,'H +\n") ; 

if (HAP !- 0){ 
fprintf(fp,"\n\n\n "); 
for (i=0; i <» c; i++){ 

if (sp->cmark[i] 1) 
fprintf(fp,"* ")j 

else 
fprintf (fp,11 "); 

> 
fprintf(fp,"\n C "); 
for (i«l; i <•* c; i++) 

fprintf (fp,"Xld ", iXlO); 
fprintf(fp,"\n R +"); 
for (iB0; i < 2*c+l; i++) 

put c(*—',fp); 
fprintf (fp, "An") ; 

for (i»0; i < r; i++){ 
if (sp->rmark[i] «•» 1) 

fprintf(fp," • %d I », (i+l)XlO); 

fprintf(fp," Xd I ", (i+l)XlO); 
for (j»0: j < c; j++H 

if (sp->h[i] [j] < 0){ 
if (sp~>h[i] [j] »- -2) 

fprintf(fp,"X "); 
else{ 

if (ap->h[i] [j] -=• -3) 
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fprintf(fp,"* ")j 
else 

fprintf(fp," ; 
> 

> 
else 

f printf (fp, "Xd ",(op->h[i] [j]+1)7,10); 
> 
if (WATCH !» 0) 

fprintf(fp,"| rap[Xd] - %-3d rmapCXd] » Xd\n", 
i+l,sp->rsp[i],i+ltsp->nnap[i]+l); 

else 
fprintf(fp,M|\nM); 

> 
fprintf(fp," +"); 

for (i-0; i < 2»c+l; i++) 
putcC-',fp); 

fprintf (fp/'+W); 

if (WATCH !- 0) 
for (i"0; i < c; i++) 

fprintf(fp," capCXd] » X~3d cmapCXd] = 7,d\n", 
i+l,sp->cap[i] ,i+1,ap->coapCi3+1) ; 

if (ap->lmap !- HULLH 
fprintf(fp,"\n\n\nM); 
fprintf(fp," LC"); 
for (i»l; i <• sp->ca; i++) 

fprintf(fp,"X2d iXlOO); 
fprintf(fp,"\n LR +"); 
for (i»0; i < 3»op->cB+l; i++) 

putc('-»,fp); 
fprintf (fp,,r+\n"); 
for (i™0; i < op->rn; i++){ 

fprintf(fp," X2d I (i+l)%100); 
for (1=0; 1 < sp->cm; 1++H 

j "• Bp->lmap[oj [i] [1] ; 
k - sp->laap[l] [ij [1] ; 

fprintf(fp,"XdXd ++jX10, ++kXl0); 
> 
putcC |' ,fp); 

putc('\n',fp); 
} 
fprintf(fp," +"); 
for (i=0; i < 3*Bp->ca+l; i++) 

putcC-' ,fp); 
fprintf(fp,"+\n"); 

> 
> 
} 
if (STEP ™ 0) 

freesp(Bp); 
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